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AbstractIn this paper we prove that for algorithms which proceed to thenext state based on information available from the current state, iden-tical independent parallel processing using stochastic multistart meth-ods always yields a speedup in the expected time to hit a goal whichis locally exponential in the number of processors.List of Symbols alpha lambda theta mu! omega eta chi xi1 boldface onew lower case W 2
1 IntroductionMultistart methods in global optimization (see Schoen, 1990) combine adeterministic algorithm for local optimization with a randomized restartmethod. The randomized restart, or random choice of a new starting valuefor the algorithm, is applied when the algorithm has converged to a localminimum. Almost sure convergence of this method to the global minimumis assured under mild conditions; speed of convergence depends on the func-tion being optimized, the algorithm, and the choice of restart distribution.The study of these problems by (Hu, Shonkwiler, and Spruill, 1993) includedthese aspects as well as the speedup available by independent identical pro-cessing (henceforth iiP ) under uniform restarting. Under iiP, m processorsrun the algorithm simultaneously and independently. Hu, Shonkwiler, andSpruill show for certain algorithms and functions that locally exponentialspeedup in m is available under iiP with equi-probable restarting. The pre-cise meaning of this phrase is revealed in equation (??) below; roughly itmeans that there is a constant s > 1 such that for moderate numbers of pro-cessors the ratio of expected time to turn the global minimumproblem into alocal minimumproblem bym independent processors is s m times that taken3
by a single processor. In this paper we prove for a completely general modelof what we'll call Markov algorithms (which could be used for optimizationor something completely dierent) and under arbitrary stationary recurrentrestarting, that locally exponential speedup is always achieved by iiP. Thisextends our previous results to a wider class of algorithms, functions, andrestarting schemes. The implication for global optimization is that for deter-ministic algorithms whose next step depends only on the current state (pointin the domain of the function, the function's value there, the value of its gra-dient, or other similar functionals) iiP always results in locally exponentialspeedup.Throughout this paper it is assumed that the description of the deter-ministic progress of the algorithm through the possible states can be madein terms of the nite union of disjoint, nite-vertexed, directed, rooted trees.The roots correspond to local minima and, whereas in the common termi-nology of rooted trees one typically draws them with the root on top andrefers to ancestors in such a way that the root is the ancestor of all states onthe tree, in our case we shall draw them root down and shall proceed downthe tree to the root so that the root shall be known here as the descendentof every vertex on the tree. In this terminology, a leaf on our tree is any4
vertex which has no ancestor and the unique route from such a vertex to theroot shall be called a path. In the next section notation is introduced and itis shown that for iid random restarts a simpler model, the disjoint linearlyordered paths model, is sucient for studying the time until a state in thegoal is rst encountered.2 Notation and a Simple Canonical Repre-sentationThe nite set D will denote the set of states. We think of D in the case ofminimization of a function f , as the domain of f . It is assumed that thereis a function G from D into itself which denes on D, by identifying thepoints in D with vertices, and the descendent of a point x 2 D with thepoint G(x), the structure of a disjoint union Sbi=0Bi of directed rooted treesBi. The root of a tree is a point x with G(x) = x and it follows from theassumptions that each Bi has exactly one root. We also refer to the subsetsBi as basins, thinking of them as the basins of attraction of a minimizationalgorithm applied to a function f and the roots of the Bi as the local minima5
of f . Since each Bi has the structure of a rooted tree, there is for each x 2 Bia unique path joining x with the root xi of the tree and the length of this pathis one less than the number of distinct elements in the set fGk(x) : k  0g.The largest such number will be attained in the tree Bi at one of its leavesand is called the height (i) of the tree.Although the results below apply to any mapping G which yields thistree structure, the situation we have in mind is when a function f on thedomain D and an algorithm is specied for nding a local extremum of f .Although the algorithm could use more information at a point x than justx, for example, (x; f(x)) or (x; f(x);5f(x)), it is assumed that the inducedmapping G from D into D endows D with the structure of disjoint rootedtrees as described above. There are many examples of algorithms whichinduce a function G satisfying these assumptions. One such is provided bydownhill algorithms for minimization. Let f be a real valued function withdomain D a nite set. Let h be any function mapping D into D whichsatises:(i) f(h(x))  f(x) for all x 2 D,and(ii) for each x there is a smallest k(x) < 1 such that hk(x) = hk+1(x) for6
k  k(x).Then dening H(x) = limk!1 hk(x) the binary relation R on DD denedby x R y if H(x) = H(y) is an equivalence relation and therefore denes apartition of D into subsets, called basins, B(f) and each basin B 2 B(f) hasthe structure of a directed rooted tree by dening G(x) = h(x). The statesin B are vertices of the tree and starting the algorithm at any state in Bthe algorithm proceeds down the tree, one node at a time, until it reachesthe root, which is the local minimum of f in that basin. In the stochasticalgorithms to be studied here, transitions occur along the branch of the treedeterministically until the root is reached whereupon the next transition is toa state in D selected at random according to a xed probability distributionr; transitions again proceed deterministically down the branch of the treein which the chosen state lies until the root of that tree is reached. Uponreaching the root of any tree the probability of a restart in state x is r(x)and the restart probabilities do not change over the evolution of the process.Denoting by Xn the state in D at the nth epoch, the resulting stochasticprocess fXn : n 2 f1; 2; : : :gg is a Markov chain with stationary transitionprobabilities. Dening the goal bin as the union of all basins containing the7
global minimum andT = minfn  0 : Xn is in the goal bing; (1)we shall be interested in the expected value, E[T ], of T . The random variableT is the number of restarts required until the algorithm receives a start at astate which will deterministically lead to the goal state.The simplest example of a setD with the rooted tree structure is providedby the linearly ordered paths case in which each tree has exactly one leaf. Inthis case one can assume thatD = f(i; k) : i = 0; 1; : : : ; b; k = 0; 1; : : : ; (i)gand then the Markov chain Xn has transition matrixP ((i; k); (i0; k0)) = 8>>>><>>>>>: r(i0; k0) if (i; k) = (i; 0)1 if i0 = i; k0 = k   1; with 1  k  (i)0 otherwise :Besides introducing some notation, the main purpose of this section is toconvince the reader of the more or less obvious fact that given an arbitrary(D;G), imparting to D the rooted tree structure above, and an arbitrarydistribution with r(x) > 0 for all x 2 D, there is a set D, a function G8
which givesD the linearly ordered paths structure, and a restart distributionr on D such that the probability distributions of the real valued randomvariables T and T  coincide. To see that this is the case, begin with a(D;G; r) and let (i) be the heights of the b + 1 disjoint rooted trees Bi,where D = Sbi=0Bi. LetD = f(i; k) : i = 0; 1; : : : ; b; k = 0; 1; : : : ; (i)g:Letting k(x); x 2 D, be the smallest k 2 [0;1) such that Gv(x) = Gv+1(x)for v  k, dene r(i; k) = Xx2A(i;k) r(x);where A(i; k) = fx 2 Bi : k(x) = kg: (2)Finally, set G((i; j)) = (i; j   1) if j 2 f1; : : : ; (i)g, G((i; 0)) = (i; 0), andlet Xn be the Markov chain on D using the initial distribution r dened asis Xn on D when it uses the initial distribution r.Lemma. 2.1.The random variables T and T  have the same probability distribution.Proof: Let N(0) = 0; : : : ; N(j) = minfn > N(j   1) : Xn 2 Rg, where9
R = fx0; : : : ; xbg is the nite set consisting of the b + 1 roots of the trees.Let J = minfj  0 : XN(j) = x0g. Then taking the sum to be zero if theupper limit is less than the lower limitT = J 1Xj=0(k(XN(j)+1) + 1):Let for x 2 D, i(x) denote the index of the tree containing x and considerthe process Yn = (Yn1; Yn2) = (i(Xn); k(Xn)):This is a Markov chain with transition matrixQ((i; k); (i0; k0)) = 8>>>>><>>>>>: r(i0; k0) if (i; k) = (i; 0)1 if i0 = i; k0 = k   1; with 1  k  (i)0 otherwiseand the random variables N(j), J , and hence T can be expressed in termsof the process Yn by T = J 1Xj=0(YN(j)+1 2 + 1);where N(j) = minfn > N(j   1) : Yn2 = 0g for j  1, andJ = minfj : YN(j) 1 = 0g. Dening the corresponding starred quantitiesanalogously, since the state space of the process Xn is the same as that10
of the process Yn, the initial distributions are the same, and the transitionmatrix is the same, the claim has been veried.Example 2.2.The following represent D with its tree structure (here b = 1)vXXzAAAU?
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 / 3 Ecacy of Parallel ProcessingThe measure of ecacy of m processors employed in this paper applies torandom restart methods and is dened in equation (??) as the ratio of the11
expected hitting time of the goal bin by a single processor to the expectedminimal hitting time of m independent processors using the same algorithmand restarting scheme. In the last section it was shown that to study theecacy of parallel processing one need only study it for the linearly orderedpaths model; this theoretical study is done in this section and a small nu-merical study in section 4. LetD = f(i; k) : i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; bg; k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; (i)gg:The random variable T is the number of restarts required until the algorithmreceives a start at a state which will deterministically lead to the goal state.This rst hitting time is dened on the Markov chain Xn whose value is thecurrent point in D at epoch n. The random variable Xn has a probabilitydistribution on the states which can be obtained as powers of the transitionmatrix P applied to the initial probability vector. The particular arrange-ment we choose for these states is specied in the vector of probabilitiesp0 = p(0; 0); p(0; 1); : : : ; p(0; (0));p(1; 0); p(1; 1); : : : ; p(1; (1));p(2; 0); p(2; 1); : : : ; p(2; (2));: : : ; p(b; 0); p(b; 1); : : : ; p(b; (b));12
so the probability distribution on the states at the nth epoch is p0P n for theinitial distribution p0.Playing the key role in the calculation of E[T ] is the deleted(N   n(0))  (N   n(0)) transition matrix P̂ which is the matrix whichresults when the rows and columns of the goal bin are deleted from P . Then,introducing the deleted (N   n(0))  1 initial probability vector  one hasE[T ] =Xj1P (T  j) =Xj10P̂ j1If  is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of P̂ , ! is the left eigenvector nor-malized so that !01 = 1,  is the right eigenvector normalized so !0 = 1,and s = (0) 1, then results from matrix analysis show thatlimn!1 j0P̂ n1n   s 1j = 0: (3)SettingTm = minfk : X(j)k is in the goal bin for some j = 1; 2; : : : ;mgfor the m iid Markov chains X(1)n ; : : : ;X(m)n , using the fact that for m iiPprocessors E[Tm] =Xj1(0P̂ j1)m;13
and carefully using the rate of the convergence of the expression in (??) ,(Shonkwiler and Van Vleck, 1993) prove that for xed mSpeedup  E[T ]E[Tm] = sm 11   m1   +O(1   m) (4)as  ! 1. The particular form of the transition matrix P for the linearlyordered paths model enables us to prove the following.Theorem 3.1. If all r(i; k) are positive for i  0 then the Perron-Frobeniuseigenvalue  of P̂ is  10 , where 0 is the unique root greater than 1 of thepolynomial f() = bXi=1 (i)Xk=0 k+1r(i; k)  1: (5)The corresponding right eigenvector  is proportional to v, wherev(i; k) = k0 ;and the corresponding left eigenvector ! is proportional to the vector w,where w(i; k) = (i)Xu=k r(i; u)u k0 0  k  (i); 1  i  b:Furthermore, dening 0 = (0)Xk=0 r(0; k);14
if the deleted initial probability vector  is the deleted vector r thens = 0(0   1)f 0(0)0 > 0 > 1: (6)A proof of the theorem can be found in the Appendix. The theoremshows, for example, that with regard to parallel speedup of the expected timeto hit the goal basin, the local behavior of a Markov algorithm is completelydetermined by the structure polynomial (??).Example 3.2.Referring to example 2.2, suppose the problem is one of minimization us-ing a certain algorithm in which the basin B0 containing the global minimumhas the tree structure represented in Figure ??.
Figure 1: The corresponding tree structure of the global min.while there is only one local, non-global, minimum which has the basin B1associated with Figure ??. 15
Figure 2: The corresponding tree structure of the non-global min.Assuming equiprobable starting, r(x) = 1=N , where N = 46, one hasthe associated transition probabilities r(i; j) for i = 1, with r(1; 6) = 3=46,r(1; 5) = 2=46, r(1; 4) = 3=46, r(1; 3) = 9=46, r(1; 2) = 5=46, r(1; 1) =4=46, r(1; 0) = 1=46 and the structure polynomial isf() = 146( + 42 + 53 + 94 + 35 + 26 + 37)  1:It follows that for this problem in which equiprobable restarting is em-ployed, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the deleted transition matrix is 10 = 0:8803 and the factor s is 1:425.Introducing the notation n(k) = fnumber of paths of length k to thenon-global minimag, and letting  be the maximal path length of any ofthe trees associated with non-global minima, the example above shows that16
under equi-probable restarting the structure polynomial is of degree  and isf() = 1N 0@ Xj=0n(k)k+11A  1:4 Some Numerical EvidenceIn this section some examples involving specic algorithms are given. Therst is the \successive city swap" algorithm for solving a traveling salesper-son problem. The situation is simple enough so that the tree structure canactually be obtained exactly but complex enough to be too lengthy to appearhere in its entirety. The structure polynomial, and therefore the factor s, isobtained precisely and predictions are made concerning the speedup due toparallel processing. To elaborate these predictions from the mathematicalmodel, empirical evidence was gathered by conducting experiments consist-ing of simulations of parallel processing. Predictions from the theory are inclose agreement with the empirically observed speedup.Example 4.1.For the TSP on 7 cities there are 720 possible tours so that N = 720 isthe number of points in D (pairing every tour with its reverse leads to 360distinct potential solutions but we ignore these pairings). The cities placed17








120Figure 3: One of the basins of the TSP18
The particular tours associated with these numbers and their lengths areas follows: tour # tour length264 3 2 1 4 5 6 0 37:67144 2 3 1 4 5 6 0 33:98126 2 1 4 3 5 6 0 33:066 1 2 4 3 5 6 0 31:018 1 2 4 5 3 6 0 31:71128 2 1 4 5 3 6 0 33:06120 2 1 3 4 5 6 0 33:480 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 35:32It turns out that there are 44 basins of which 2 (123 and 478) are associ-ated with the global minimum. The length of the longest path is 9 and thestructure polynomial isf() = 1720(42+1302+1743+1484+935+446+187+68+29+10) 1from which it follows that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue is  =  10 =0:9752 and s = 1:067.The algorithm was also executed 1000 times using equally likely restarting19
and the complementary hitting time distribution of the resulting hitting timedata is plotted in Figure ??. Fitting this curve to its theoretical form 1sk 1results in the estimates of  = 0:9728 and s = 1:036.





0Figure 4: Complementary hitting time of the TSP problem.Finally, parallel processing was simulated and empirical gures for thespeedup were accumulated. The resulting plot is in Figure ?? and, using = 0:9752, indicates an acceleration s = 1:091.




400Figure 5: Speedup of the simulations of the TSP problem.20
All of the estimates of speedup from Example 4.1 are in fairly close agree-ment considering the small sample size. The theory provides, in this simpleexample, predictions which t well with empirical evidence and also illus-trates that the model can be extended to the case in which the action ofthe algorithm depends not only the current state in D but also the itera-tion number. The next example, a two dimensional Shekel function, is morecomplicated and there are no convenient a priori predictions of the speedupavailable through knowledge of the polynomial.Example 4.2.The two dimensional shekel function is a sum of terms of the form 1((x  a)2 + (y   b)2 + c) , so that at x = a and y = b this function willachieve its largest negative value of  1=c.That exact values of a, b, and c are given in the table below,a 2 9 3 6 1 8 5 2 8 9b 1 5 8 2 3 9 8 6 5 3c .1 .3 .4 .3 .3 .3 .2 .4 .2 .3A plot of the shekel function is found in Figure ??. The algorithm employedin this example utilized the initial point to establish a direction of search and21
Figure 6: The two dimensional Shekel function.conducted a line search in this direction until a settling point was reached(we're not advocating this as a good algorithm, just studying the speedup).Simulations were conducted and a plot of the speedup can be found in Fig-ure ??. The plot is consistent with an s factor of s = 1:14.22








xFigure 7: Speedup of the simulations of the Shekel problem.5 AppendixProof of Theorem 3.1 :First we observe that the polynomial f satises f(1) = 1   (0)   1 = (0) < 0 , f 0() > 0, and f 00() > 0, so that there is a unique solution > 1 to f() = 0.It is then a simple matter to verify that the given vector v is a righteigenvector and that the corresponding eigenvalue is  1, where f() = 0. Itfollows from (Varga, 1963) that  1 is the P-F eigenvalue of P̂ .Writingw0 = (w(1; 0); w(1; 1); : : : ; w(1; (1)); w(2; 0); : : : ; w(b; (b)))and setting r(i; v) = w(i; v) = 0 for v > (i), one has the (i0; k0) coordinate23
of the vectorw0P̂ = X(i;v)w(i; v)P̂ ((i; v); (i0; k0)) = bXi=1 (i)Xv=0w(i; v)P̂ ((i; v); (i0; k0))as(w0P̂ )(i0; k0) = bXi=1w(i; 0)P̂ ((i; v); (i0; k0)) + bXi=1 (i)Xv=1w(i; v)P̂ ((i; v); (i0; k0))= r(i0; k0) bXi=1w(i; 0) + w(i0; k0 + 1)= r(i0; k0) bXi=1 (i)Xv=0 r(i; v)v + (i0)Xv=k0+1 r(i0; v)v k0 1:Using f() = 0 on the last expression(w0P̂ )(i0; k0) = r(i0; k0)1 + 1 (i0)Xv=k0+1 r(i0; v)v k0= 1 (i0)Xv=k0 r(i0; v)v k0= 1w(i0; k0):It has been demonstrated that the claimed eigenvalue is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and the corresponding right and left eigenvectors havebeen found; our next step is to prove the formula for s. It is rst shown thatfor arbitrary  w0()v() = f 0():24
We have w0()v() = bXi=1 (i)Xs=0w(i; s)v(i; s)= bXi=1 (i)Xs=0((i)Xx=s r(i; x)x s)sand, interchanging the order of summation in the right-most sums,w0()v() = bXi=1 (i)Xx=0 xXs=0 r(i; x)x s+s= bXi=1 (i)Xx=0(x+ 1)r(i; x)x s+s= f 0():The left eigenvector ! is normalized so that !01 = 1. Since ! = aw onehas 1 = aw01 = a bXi=1 (i)Xv=0w(i; v)= a( bXi=1 (i)Xv=0((i)Xu=v r(i; u)u v)= a( bXi=1 (i)Xu=0 r(i; u) uXv=0 u v)= a( bXi=1 (i)Xu=0 r(i; u)u  1  ( 1)u+11   1 != a   1[f() + 1   bXi=1 (i)Xu=0 r(i; u)]= a   1[f() + 0]:25
Therefore, a =    1f() + 0 :From the normalization of the right eigenvector we have from above1 = !0 = aw0cv = acf 0(0)so that c = 1=af 0(0). Sinces 1 = 0 = r0cv = 1af 0(0)r0v= f(0) + 0(0   1)f 0(0)r0v=  f(0) + 0(0   1)f 0(0)! bXi=1 (i)Xu=0 r(i; u)u0=  f(0) + 0(0   1)f 0(0)! f(0) + 10 :One has, using f(0) = 0 and dropping the subscript,s = (   1)f 0()0 = (   1)f 0() f(1) = f 0()(f()  f(1))=(   1) =  f 0()f 0() ;where the last step is a consequence of the mean value theorem and, nally,since f 00 > 0, s >  > 1:26
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